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Abstract 

This paper provides an overview of the Rutul people living in north-western Azerbaijan and a description 
of the process of alphabet development that took place between 2011 and 2013. It includes discussion of 
key principles of orthography development, including practical examples of them in context. 
Observations on limiting factors and difficulties experienced are also discussed, and the conclusion 
brings many of these issues together in a short evaluation of the process in relation to underlying 
attitudes and opinions. 
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1 Introduction 

As part of our work with SIL, we consulted on a language project in Azerbaijan among a community of 
speakers in the north of the country. When we arrived, we had just one contact among the people group 
and very little was known about the people demographically and culturally, even by local Azerbaijanis. 
Through meetings with our local contact, Mr. A, we found out that the community was actually Rutul-
speaking and closely related to a Dagestani language group living just the other side of the border. 
However, it appeared that many in the community were somewhat unaware of their wider ethnic 
identity, usually referring to themselves as Lezgi in languages of wider communication, even though they 
are linguistically distinct from that people group. 

It was the desire of Mr. A that he could see his language developed as it was slowly assimilating 
with Azerbaijani due to the population being rather small in the country. He wished to teach the 
language at the local school and we were able to offer help in developing materials and linguistic 
consultation. 

Due to various circumstances covered in this paper, this soon developed into a lengthy orthography 
development process with which we became heavily engaged. It was from reflecting on this process that 
we felt the difficulties we had experienced as well as what we had learnt from the project would be 
worth recording for the benefit of those in similar situations. 

In this paper we outline who the Rutul are and how the group we worked with is distinct. We then 
describe how the orthography process started and all the main steps on the journey towards the 
development of a finalised and approved alphabet. At the end we discuss some of the important 
considerations we came to accept, including balancing a community-owned project with academic 
quality, trying to work around difficulties of community involvement, and understanding the 
implications of creating a new orthography in a previously written language. 

2 The Rutul people 

The Rutul are an ancient people living in the south-west of Dagestan and the north-west of Azerbaijan. 
They live throughout an area that borders the Lezgi people in the east, the Aghul and Dargin in the 
north-east, and the Avar in the north-west. According to Ildarova (2010:3), in the south the Greater 
Caucasus range separates the Rutul people from Azerbaijan and Georgia. This exemplifies the traditional 
view which map 1 also shows, that Rutul are present only in Dagestan. 

However, like many languages in the North Caucasus, the Rutul language is spoken on both sides of 
the Azerbaijani and Dagestani border, although the community in Azerbaijan is much smaller. The Rutul 
are surrounded by vigorous languages of wider communication (LWCs), specifically Russian and 
Azerbaijani, and have been greatly influenced by them. The total number of Rutul speakers is 47,400 
according to the Ethnologue,1 and 19,500 according to the census of 1979. According to the latest census 
(2010) there are about 30,400 Rutul people in the Russian Federation, with 24,300 of them living in 
Dagestan itself (Dzhamalov and Semedov 2006:3), others having settled elsewhere in Russia. The 
number of Rutul living in Azerbaijan is unknown due to the fact that often they would identify 
themselves as Lezgi or Azerbaijani (Makhmudova 2001:3). 
  

                                                   
1Lewis, M. Paul, Gary F. Simons, and Charles D. Fennig (eds.). 2015. Ethnologue: Languages of the world. 18th edition. 
Dallas, Texas: SIL International. Online version: http://www.ethnologue.com  (Search language code: rut.) Accessed 
on 16/06/15. 

http://www.ethnologue.com/
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Map 1. Ethnolinguistic map of the Caucasus with the Rutul in Russia shown in red (number 11) 

Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Caucasus-ethnic_en.svg (Accessed 16/06/15) 
Wikimedia Commons Attribution. 

 

Almost all Rutul are bilingual in their mother tongue plus Azerbaijani or Russian, but the majority 
of the population speak three or more languages including the languages of wider communication (LWC) 
(Dzhamalov and Semedov 2006:3). Due to its location in the mountains, the Rutul language and culture 
have not been researched or described extensively; it has only recently become a written language 
(Dzhamalov and Semedov 2006:3). The language is not homogeneous but is split into five distinct 
dialects (Ibragimov 2004:25). 

According to Ildarova (2010:4) who collects and researches the folklore of the Rutul people, the 
Rutul live along the Samur and Kara Rivers in the villages of Rutul, Shinaz, Ikhreck, Myukhrek, Amsar, 
Luchek, Kina, Peelek, Jilikhur, Kufa, Khnyukh, and Kiche, and near the river Akhti-Chay in the villages 
of Borch and Khnov in Dagestan. In the 18th century the Shin, Gaynar, Khyrsa, Shorsu and Dashuz 
settlements were founded in Azerbaijan (Shin and Dashuz can be seen on map 2). 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Caucasus-ethnic_en.svg
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However, according to local people, nowadays there are only two pure Rutul villages left in 
Azerbaijan, Shin and Shorsu, while the other villages have extremely mixed populations that have 
largely switched to the LWC, Azerbaijani. This information still needs to be confirmed by additional 
survey, but our own observation has shown that while Shin is the only large fully Rutul village, there is a 
small settlement, Aydinbulaq, that is also fully Rutul. Shorsu and Dashuz have significant populations of 
Rutul as do two other villages, Kish and Inca. Rutul also live in the regional centre, Sheki. 

Map 2. Rutul villages in Dagestan and Azerbaijan (Rutul villages are shown in light brown) 

Source: Koryakov, Yuri Borisovich. 2006. http://lingvarium.org/maps/caucas/11-lezg1.gif. Adapted, 
with permission. 

We see in map 2 that the Rutul villages are situated quite close to each other; it used to take only a 
day’s travel by horse for people to get from the Rutul villages in Dagestan to the villages in Azerbaijan 
across the mountains. However, as a result of Azerbaijan’s independence in 1991, there is now a state 

http://lingvarium.org/maps/caucas/11-lezg1.gif
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border that runs across the mountains and separates Rutul villages in Azerbaijan from villages in 
Dagestan. As a result of this division, the connection to Rutul people who live on the other side of the 
border is either weak or completely lost. No doubt this has influenced the language and reinforced the 
further division of the dialects. 

2.1 Overview of the Rutul language 

The Rutul language belongs to the Lezgic family of the North Caucasian language group. A long time ago 
the language split into several distinct dialects (see map 3).2 This is a very interesting phenomenon if we 
take into account the fact that the language does not have many speakers; all the speakers had 
constantly been in contact with each other, sharing common land in two valleys near the Samur River 
with only the Borch-Khnov dialect separated by the Caucasus Range (Makhmudova 2010:8). 

The five distinct dialects of Rutul are Mukhad, Mukhrek, Ikhreck, Shinaz and Borch-Khnov 
(Ibragimov 2004:25). Of these, the most researched dialect is Mukhad. It is spoken in a number of 
villages including one called Mukhad [mıxɑd]3 in the Rutul language, after which the literary dialect 
came to be named. Because it has the majority of speakers and because the Rutul village is the regional 
centre, this dialect is understood by all as the literary variety. The second major dialect is Borch-Khnov 
and is spoken in the villages of Borch, Novy Borch and Khnov in Dagestan, and in Shorsu, Shin and the 
town of Sheki in the Sheki region of Azerbaijan (Makhmudova 2001:4). Makhmudova (2010:8) writes 
that because of historical and geographical circumstances, the Borch-Khnov dialect is significantly 
segregated from all the other dialects and it has considerable phonetic and morphological differences. 
The other dialects are Mukhrek, Ikhreck and Shinaz, which are spoken in Dagestan. These are all more 
closely related to the literary variety. 

Apart from these five dialects there are also sub-dialects or accents within each dialect. For 
example, within the Mukhad dialect, Ibragimov (2004:26) distinguishes “upper Mukhad” and “lower 
Mukhad” accents as well as the accent of the Khnyukh village. Also, Ibragimov (2004:15) talks about 
“mixed dialects” in the villages of Kala, Amsar, Kina, Vurush, and Luchek that represent the results of 
local migrations. However, these mixed dialects are close to the Mukhad, to the Shinaz, and sometimes 
to the Ikhreck dialect. 

According to its linguistic characteristics the language’s closest relatives are Tsakhur, Budukh and 
Kryz, languages of the Lezgi family that are mainly spoken in Azerbaijan. In Dagestan the language is 
heavily influenced by the LWC, Russian, as well as by other neighbouring languages such as Lezgi and 
Tsakhur. In Azerbaijan, the Rutul language is slowly assimilating with Azerbaijani and the language has 
a large number of loan words from the latter. 

Rutul is one of the 14 national languages of Dagestan; it is taught at school as a subject (the name 
of which is “Mother Tongue”). In two universities in Makhachkala there is a minor dedicated to 
pedagogy of the Rutul language. The alphabet is based on the Cyrillic script and is used in a developed 
writing system. Conversely, in Azerbaijan the language does not have any official status. According to 
the law, pupils at local schools are supposed to have 2–4 hours per week of mother tongue teaching; 
however, Rutul is not taught in schools due to the lack of teachers and literacy materials. 
  

                                                   
2Permission to use map 3 is granted (on behalf of the deceased author G. Kh. Ibragimov) by Magomedov Magomed 
Ibragimovich, representative of Dagestan Scientific Centre of Russian Academy of Science, 22 July 2015. 
3The village is also called Rutul; this name is used more widely than Mukhad. 
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Map 3. Dialectical map of the Rutul language 
 

Source: Ibragimov (2004:25 [ed. and transl. by Iurkova]) 

2.2 More on Rutul dialects 

The dialectical differentiation of the Rutul language is largely due to various historical, social, economic 
and geographical factors. According to Ibragimov (2004:23), a long time ago the Rutul people settled in 
such a way that their villages formed several free communities. There were four of these free 
communities in the Samur valley: the Mukhad community, which consisted of the villages of Mukhad, 
Kufa, Kiche, and Khnyukh; the Shinaz community, which had the village of Shinaz itself as well as Una; 
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the Myukhrek community with the villages of Myukhrek, Jilikhur, and Tsudik; and the Ikhreck 
community. 

In the upper reaches of the Akhti-Chay River there were two more free communities, Borch and 
Khnov. Rutul lands stretched for many kilometres along and around Samur, and natural borders as well 
as the lack of internal trade among the free communities kept Rutul people quite separate from each 
other (Ibragimov 2004:24). The Khnov and Borch communities were situated high up in the mountains 
and used Azerbaijani valleys in the winter for pasture. This gave them more of a connection with the 
wider world. 

In the academic community, there is no further division of the Borch-Khnov dialect, but this is 
mainly due to lack of data from the Azerbaijani side of the border. A grammar description by Ibragimov 
(1978) contains a section dedicated to the Borch-Khnov dialect, and mention is made of a handful of 
idiosyncrasies present in the Shin accent. However, locals of Shin remember when Ibragimov came to 
the village, and explain that very little data collection took place, and so it would not have been possible 
to formulate a full description of the variety. More recent work by Authier4 and by Clarkson (2012) show 
distinct grammatical and lexical differences, and a sociolinguistic survey conducted by Yurkova (2012) 
demonstrates the extent to which the variety spoken in Shin is divergent. 

The reason for this divergence is most likely due to its being located on the other side of the 
Caucasus range and that, even before Azerbaijani independence, it was still in a separate Socialist 
Republic from its sister dialects. 

2.3 Use of some terminology 

Brown (1998:1) writes that “the main criteria for any dialect belonging to a language group are that it is 
structurally related to the other dialects, its speakers share a common ethnolinguistic identity with 
speakers of the other dialects of the group (or at least with the main dialect), and its speakers understand 
the main dialect either inherently or bidialectally.” In this way, the term “dialect” in this research is used 
for every speech variety of the Rutul language, including Rutul proper which is now the literary dialect. 
Brown (1998:2) describes how “a nineteenth-century statesman defined language somewhat cynically as 
‘a dialect with an army and a navy’.” There is an opinion that once the dialect becomes a literary dialect, 
it becomes “the language” with all other dialects becoming inferior and somehow less important. 
However, we do not support this opinion and chose to evaluate the dialects equally. 

There is a term “main dialect” which is used sometimes to refer to “the one that is widely accepted 
by speakers of the related peripheral dialects as the exemplar of their language group and/or the 
preferred dialect of wider communication within their group” (Brown 1998:2). In this research the 
phrase “main dialect” is not used because there is no such thing among speakers of Rutul. People 
distinguish the dialectal differences in the Rutul language but they do not switch to Rutul proper or any 
other dialect; rather they converse with each other using their own dialects. Indeed, Rutul proper was 
chosen to be a literary dialect and now it is used for literacy materials and broadcasting as well as for the 
local newspaper. However, not everyone from the Rutul communities agrees either that it was a good 
choice of dialect or that it should be this way. 

Due to the fact that current evidence suggests that the variety on the Azerbaijani side of the border 
should be considered sociolinguistically separate, we will henceforth be distinguishing this variety as the 
Shin-Shorsu dialect of Rutul. In relation to map 3 this would include everything west of the Russia-
Azerbaijan border. 

                                                   
4As yet unpublished. Data and information through personal communication with Authier. 
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3 The Shin-Shorsu dialect of Rutul 

3.1 General sociolinguistic situation in the village of Shin 

Brown (1998:1) says that “an initial assessment of the language situation is essential for facilitating 
efficient and appropriate language development.” Since in this paper we will focus on describing 
orthography decisions for the speakers of the Shin-Shorsu dialect, from now on we will mainly be 
discussing this specific situation in Shin. 

Shin is an old Rutul village in Azerbaijan that is situated in the ravine of the Salavat pass. There are 
still a lot of ruins of old walls, fortresses and churches around the village that remain most likely from 
the period of the Caucasian Albania Kingdom (Ibragimov 2004:190). However, it is not clear who 
inhabited this region at that time. 

Apart from Shin there are other Rutul villages in Azerbaijan. Shorsu has between 1,000–1,200 Rutul 
speakers, and there are some Rutul speakers living in the villages of Aydinbulaq and Dashuz, and 
minorities in Kish, Inca and Sheki itself. (See section 2 above.) However, in most of these villages the 
population is linguistically and ethnically diverse. 

According to the local people there are about 1,580 speakers of the Shin-Shorsu dialect who live in 
the Shin village at the present time. People say that the dialect of this village is closer to that of the 
Khnov village in Dagestan. The regional centre is Sheki City. According to Shin people there are up to 
10,000 Rutuls living in Sheki; however, a lot of them are unaware of their Rutul heritage and would 
identify themselves as Lezgi, as this was the ascribed ethnicity during the Soviet era. 

People travel to Sheki to buy food, clothes and household items several times a week. There they 
use the LWC, Azerbaijani. People say that Azerbaijani is always their first choice of language outside 
their village. However, if they meet other Rutul in Sheki they switch back to their mother tongue after 
identifying each other as being of the same ethnicity. 

The main occupations in the village of Shin are agriculture, gardening, sheep herding and teaching 
at the school though many men leave for temporary odd jobs in Baku and in Russia. People who have 
been working in Russia know Russian quite well but Azerbaijani is the main language for work outside 
the community. As a result, men usually speak very good Azerbaijani and decent Russian while women 
feel more confident using their mother tongue and do not use any Russian at all. 

Young people leave Shin for studies or work but usually they come back to live in the village 
afterwards. In general, people leave the village reluctantly. It is considered to be a bad thing to leave, 
and people go only if they have no other choice. This indicates a high level of community and language 
identity and a positive attitude towards the language. 

When guests or outsiders come to the village, Rutul people switch to Azerbaijani even if there is 
only one person in the group who does not speak Rutul. People from other communities come to the 
village to sell things, to visit relatives and to attend weddings and funerals. 

There is a school in the village with about 300 children enrolled. The building of the school is very 
old and quite small, and since pupils from the middle and high school are together in the same building, 
there are two shifts of classes. Primary school pupils have their own small building and go to their 
classes in the morning. At the time of this writing the government is in the process of rebuilding the 
school, which should provide a better learning environment for the future. 

According to the educational policy of the Republic of Azerbaijan, compulsory education is for those 
between the ages of 6 and 15. Primary school takes 4 years from the age of 6 to 10; basic school 
education takes 5 years from age 10 to 15; and the secondary school education is for 2 more years until 
age 17.5 The main language of instruction is Azerbaijani; however, Russian and English are offered as 
foreign languages. After graduating it is usual for the boys to enroll in the state army or continue their 
studies in Sheki or Baku. It is less common for the girls to leave the village for further education. 

As for marriages, local men prefer to take wives from the village. In mixed marriages non-Rutul 
wives usually learn the Rutul language, but non-Rutul husbands don’t learn Rutul; rather, the whole 
household uses Azerbaijani when they speak to each other. 
                                                   
5http://studyadvisor.com/system/education-system-Azerbaijan. Accessed 7/28/2015 (Possible limited access.) 

http://studyadvisor.com/system/education-system-Azerbaijan.%20Accessed%207/28/2015
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3.2 Mother tongue education at school and need for development of educational materials 

It has been mentioned that Rutul is not taught at schools in Azerbaijan due to the lack of teachers and 
educational materials. However, Azerbaijani law encourages minority language development and mother 
tongue education: 

Article 11 of the Law “On culture” mentions assistance for development and preservation of a 
national culture. The state guarantees development and preservation of national culture of the 
people of Azerbaijan, including cultural originality of all national minorities living in the territory 
of the Republic of Azerbaijan. According to the Article 6 of the Law “About Education” adopted on 
7 October of 1992 and Article 3 of the Law “About official language” education may be carried out 
in different languages of national minorities.6 

In accordance with these rights, several individuals in the community expressed the desire to work 
towards developing materials and establishing basic mother tongue literacy classes at local schools. 

It has been mentioned already that the communities in Azerbaijan speak the Shin-Shorsu dialect 
that is defined and very distinct from the other dialects. They are indeed aware of their own people that 
live in Dagestan, and that they share ethnic identity with them. However, there is very little sense of 
belonging together due to the geographical and political border between the communities, distinct 
linguistic differences, and lack of strong connections and communications. As mentioned, research by 
Yurkova (2012) shows that the Shin-Shorsu dialect is autonomous, and sociolinguistically should be 
treated separately. It seems reasonable to consider Mukhad and Shin-Shorsu speakers as belonging to 
different communities both in linguistic and in sociolinguistic terms; therefore development of separate 
materials is justified. Brown (1998:24), discussing the importance and foundation of the sociolinguistic 
method, states that it should “pay attention to the people themselves, what they know about their own 
language situation, and how they want to see it develop.” So the idea of Shin-Shorsu speakers of 
Azerbaijan developing their own literacy materials rather than using the materials from the Dagestani 
side is reasonable. 

3.3 Rutul phonology overview 

3.3.1 Consonant phonemes 

As is typical in many Caucasian languages, Rutul consonants possess interesting phonetic features such 
as pharyngealisation, ejectivisation and a range of uvular sounds. Phonemically, plosive and affricate 
consonants exist as six sets of three phonemes, each set including voiced, unvoiced and ejectivised (C') 
variants, as shown in table 1. In addition, the glottal stop exists as a separate phoneme. There are a 
number of fricatives, typically in pairs of voiced and unvoiced. The exceptions to this are the labiodental 
and glottal, only appearing as unvoiced. In the case of the labiodental fricative, the voiced variant is 
more accurately represented as a bilabial unrounded approximant /ʋ/. Beyond this there are two other 
approximants, /l/ and /j/. The final sounds in the consonant inventory are the alveolar trill and alveolar 
and bilabial nasal stops. /d͡z/ and /ʒ/ are bracketed in table 1 as they are both rare sounds in the 
language.

                                                   
6http://www.mfa.gov.az/?language=en&options=content&id=114. Accessed 7/28/2015. 

http://www.mfa.gov.az/?language=en&options=content&id=114
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Table 1. Shin-Shorsu consonant phoneme chart 

 
bilabial labiodental alveolar postalveolar palatal velar uvular glottal 

+voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice 

plosive 
ejective b p 

p'   d t 
t'     ɡ k 

k' ɢ q 
q'  ʔ 

affricate 
ejective     (d͡z) t͡s t͡s' d͡ʒ t͡ʃ 

t͡ʃ'         

nasal m    n            

trill     r            

fricative    f z s (ʒ) ʃ   ɣ x ʁ χ  h 

approxi-
mant ʋ    l    j        
 

Many consonants in Rutul can be labialised, most commonly back consonants. Our own data has shown labialisation of velar and uvular 
stops and fricatives, though Ibragimov suggests almost all consonants can appear labialised (1978:22). The difference between labialised and 
unlabialised can be shown to be phonemic with examples of presence in contrastive environments, e.g. /ʁʷɑs/ ‘to you’, /ʁɑdbɨ/ ‘clothes’, /nɑˤk/ 
‘milk’, /jɑˤkʷ/ ‘morning’. 

3.3.2 Vowel phonemes 

The situation among the phonemic vowels is a little more complex. See table 2. A total of 11 vowels can be accounted for, though two of these, 
/y/ and /o/, are almost exclusively present in loan words. Interestingly, though /o/ is often realised as /u/ when a loan word is borrowed, e.g. 
Az. /dolu/ ‘hail’, Rt. /dulu/, these two vowels can be found in free variation. The same is seen in borrowings containing Azeri /ø/, e.g. Az. 
/ørdæk/ ‘duck’, Rt. /yrdæɡ/. This change is much more consistent. The mid-high front unrounded vowel /e/ is also interesting. It appears very 
rarely in the language, most frequently in the environment before /j/, though it is arguable that this is simply an allophonic variant of /æ/. 
However, as it can sometimes appear in other environments, albeit rarely, it is included in the inventory. The three main back vowels all have 
pharyngealised variants (Vˤ) which are phonemically distinct from their unpharyngealised counterparts, e.g. /χɑl/ ‘house’, /χɑˤl/ ‘sky’; /q'ul/ 
‘hole’, /q'uˤl/ ‘mouse’. 
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Table 2. Shin-Shorsu vowel phoneme charta 

 Front Back 
Rounded Unrounded Rounded Unrounded 

High (y) i u    uˤ ɨ    ɨˤ 
Mid-high  (e) (o)  
Mid-low  æ   
Low    ɑ    ɑˤ 
aPharyngealised vowels are symbolized with Vˁ. 

3.4 Cyrillic alphabet 

In principle, graphemes were mapped from Russian to the Rutul equivalent wherever possible. However, 
Rutul possesses considerably more phonemes than can be represented by the Cyrillic alphabet: 46 Rutul 
phonemes (of which 11 are vowels and 35 consonants) to 33 Cyrillic graphemes (of which 10 are vowels, 
21 consonants and 2 diacritics). 

3.4.1 Vowels 

In terms of vowels, a complication arises due to the hard-soft pairing of the Russian system. 
Phonemically, Russian has only six vowels /i/, /ɨ/, /u/, /e/, /o/ and /a/, but because palatalisation is 
such an important feature of the Russian language, the alphabet also includes symbols for /ʲu/, /ʲe/, /ʲo/ 
and /ʲa/. Typically these signify that the preceding consonant is palatalized; but where there is no 
preceding consonant, the vowel is pronounced with an initial glide. Although palatalisation does not 
exist phonemically in Rutul, the symbols for /ʲu/, /ʲo/ and /ʲa/ were kept, but are used only in situations 
where there is an initial glide. Conversely, the symbol for /ʲe/, {е}, is used for the standard mid-high 
vowel; and the symbol for /e/, {э}, is used only when it is present word initially. As a result, the 
graphemes {э}, {ю}, {ё} and {я} are included in the alphabet but appear very rarely. 

This leaves 6 vowel graphemes that can be mapped straight across to Rutul, but 3 pharyngealised 
vowels and 2 umlauted vowels remain unaccounted for. These are all represented by adding diacritics. 
The Cyrillic alphabet has two diacritics, {ь} and {ъ}, and a third was included in the Caucasian Cyrillic 
alphabet,7 a sign called “palochka” {I}.8 This sign is typically used in Caucasian languages to denote 
some pharyngeal quality on a grapheme. As a result, this sign was used to represent the three 
pharyngealised sounds. The other diacritics are referred to as the “soft sign” and “hard sign,” and in 
Russian are used to mark whether palatalisation is present or not on the preceding grapheme. Although 
there is not really a connection between palatalisation and the umlauted quality of the two Rutul vowels, 
the “soft sign” was used to represent the phenomenon. See table 3. 

Table 3. Cyrillic vowel graphemes for Rutul 

 Front Back 
Rounded Unrounded Rounded Unrounded 

High уь и у    уI   (ю) ы    ыI 
Mid-high  е (э) о    (ё)  
Mid-low  аь   
Low    а    аI    (я) 

                                                   
7The Caucasian Cyrillic alphabet is a variation of the Cyrillic alphabet developed for use in languages existing in the 
Caucasus from the early Soviet Period onward. Typically there is consistency cross-linguistically in how graphemes 
are matched to phonemes though this is not always the case. 
8This literally means ‘stick’ in Russian. 
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3.4.2 Consonants 

Table 4 shows the Cyrillic graphemes for the Rutul consonants. Of the 21 Cyrillic consonant graphemes, 20 match directly to Rutul phonemes. 
The exception is {щ}, which is the palatalised equivalent of {ш}. Although this difference is phonemic in Russian, this distinction does not exist 
in Rutul. However, the grapheme (letter) has been kept and tends to be used differently by different people. 

The remaining 14 consonants in Rutul are represented by digraphs. These include the ejectives, voiced affricates and many of the back 
sounds. The voiced affricates are represented simply by the two constituent phones as though the sound were a sequence and not a unit. The 
majority of the ejectives are symbolized by adding the palochka after the unvoiced stop. 

The biggest complication comes with the back consonants. In Russian there are 3 phonemes that are present across the velar, uvular and 
glottal places of articulation. In Rutul this number is 12. Understandably this makes it difficult to represent the phonemes in a systematic way. 
Ibragimov (1992:161) acknowledges that due to the nature of their introduction, “the Cyrillic alphabets for the Dagestan languages proved to be 
rather complicated and inexpedient.” As a result, the complications surrounding the representation of back consonants mean that the existing 
alphabet is not ideal on pedagogical and linguistic grounds. 

Table 4. Cyrillic consonant graphemes for Rutul 

4 Background of the orthography development process 

4.1 Introduction 

Regardless of its minor shortcomings, the initial idea among our key contacts in the Rutul community in Shin was to proceed with the Cyrillic 
Rutul alphabet as the base for education and literacy in the Azerbaijani communities. The main reason for this was a felt need for speed; an 

 bilabial labiodental alveolar postalveolar palatal velar uvular glottal 
+voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice 

plosive б п 
пI 

  д т 
тI 

    г к 
кI 

къ хъ 
кь 

 ъ 

affricate     дз ц 
цI 

дж ч 
чI 

        

nasal м    н            
trill     р            
fricative    ф з с ж ш   гI хь гъ х  гь 
approxi-
mant 

в    л    й        
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already-developed alphabet would save a lot of time in moving literacy forward in the community. At 
this time there were the beginnings of a Latin-based orthography that had been developed by Giles 
Authier, a French linguist who had been working in the community for a number of years, but it had not 
been finalised. 

As a result, in the autumn of 2011 our first decision was to begin work on an alphabet poster for 
schools. Each letter of the Cyrillic Rutul alphabet would be shown with a word from the Shin-Shorsu 
dialect along with a picture of that object. Work on this began with appropriate words for each sound 
proposed and equivalent pictures found. However, due to a range of commitments from all parties there 
was no further work done during the first 9 months of 2012. 

Our plan was then to print and distribute the alphabet at the end of 2012, so in September we met 
with community members to make final adjustments. However, it had become clear to the local 
community that using the Cyrillic alphabet was not ideal and that we should switch to the introduction 
of a Latin-based orthography for the Shin-Shorsu dialect. 

4.2 Principles underlying orthography decisions 

Throughout the ensuing discussion we will often refer back to some key principles that we tried to 
adhere to during the process of development. These principles are taken from Stark (2010), who bases 
her research on Williamson (1984) and Barnwell (1998). She states (2010:17) that there are five basic 
criteria for orthography design, and “someone interested in developing orthography should definitely 
start with these principles.” These five principles—accuracy, acceptability, consistency, harmonization, 
and convenience—are the foundation, the beginning point of orthography development. In our work we 
made an attempt to take into account all five principles. A description of each principle is outlined 
below. 

Accuracy: an orthography must adequately reflect the structures of the language. Consistency: an 
orthography should behave in a predictable manner. Convenience: writers and publishers should 
be able to easily produce documents. Harmonization: where established written codes for 
neighbouring languages deal with similar linguistic phenomena, that method of representation can 
be used. Acceptability: if the people like it and use it, it is acceptable. (Stark 2010:22) 

The previous sections have shown that, for numerous reasons, a Latin-based orthography is 
preferable to a Cyrillic-based one. One of the reasons for this is that the national language of Azerbaijan, 
Azerbaijani, has a Latin-based orthography. The fact that it is less complicated for pupils of primary 
school to handle one set of characters for two languages that are learnt simultaneously plays into the 
reasoning for a Latin-based script. It also means that transferring from Azeri into mother tongue literacy 
is easier for children and adults as well. 

Also, although not mentioned in any official documents, it is a common understanding among 
minorities of Azerbaijan that the government favours Latin-based scripts over Cyrillic, and so use of a 
Latin-based script is important for the approval process of materials with the Ministry of Education. The 
complicated orthographical issues surrounding the Cyrillic alphabet actually make it preferable to 
develop a new alphabet that is more principled. 

A further consideration that we raised with the community was the importance of considering the 
future viability of literature. According to the principle of convenience the symbols that are chosen for the 
alphabet should be easy to write and to type. Recently there has been a move toward ensuring that the 
developed alphabet is easy to use on computers and mobile phone technology to ensure younger 
generations will make use of it (cf. Jany (2010), Lüpke (2011)). Equivalent approaches have been taken 
in related Caucasian languages such as Tsakhur (see Sackett 2013) for similar reasons. Although it is 
possible to develop new symbols and create an installable keyboard, this can be complicated for an 
average user with low computer skills and becomes an even more complex issue when taking mobile 
phones and other handheld devices into consideration. As a result, it seemed most sensible to use only 
those symbols available on an Azerbaijani keyboard so that no installation or change of keyboard would 
be needed if switching between Rutul and Azerbaijani. Additionally, as mentioned above, this would 
make the alphabet more acceptable at an official level as it maintains strong correlation with Azerbaijani 
systems. 
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Acceptability by the community is more of a sociological factor that is incredibly important to 
consider when developing an orthography system. Basically, this principle means that the language 
community accepts the new writing system and it matches their expectations of what a proper 
orthography system should be like. These expectations are usually based on their knowledge of other 
languages’ alphabets (Stark 2010:21). According to Simons (1994:LL97930), “…in a very real sense, 
social acceptability is the overriding principle of all…where there is no acceptability the solution cannot 
be tolerated, regardless of its linguistic or pedagogical desirability.” 

4.3 Groundwork from which to start orthography development 

With this change of direction, we realised that we would need to develop a Latin-based alphabet that 
would be accepted by the community. At this point we only had a small base of contacts limited to the 
village of Shin, but of course the Shin-Shorsu community extends far beyond this. To our advantage, 
however, we already had Authier’s work to refer to as a base for the alphabet; he was happy for us to go 
ahead with developing a proposal for a Shin-Shorsu Rutul alphabet (see section 4.1). His extensive work 
on Shin-Shorsu phonology had brought him to the following suggestions for a linguistically based 
orthography, as shown in table 5. 

Table 5. Giles Authier’s proposal for a Latin-based Shin-Shorsu orthography 

IPA Symbol Cyrillic 
Grapheme 

Suggested 
Latin 

Grapheme 

 IPA Symbol 
 

Cyrillic 
Grapheme 

Suggested 
Latin 

Grapheme 
ɑ а a  n н n 
ɑˤ аI -  o о - 
æ аь e  p п p 
b б b  p' пI p' 
ʋ в v  r р r 
ɡ г g  s с s 
h гь h  t т t 
ʁ гъ ğ  t' тI t' 
ɣ гI gh  u у u 
d д d  y уь ü 
d͡ʒ дж c  uˤ уI - 
d͡z дз dz  f ф f 
e е e  χ х x 
ʒ ж j  x хь xh 
z з z  q хъ q 
i и i  t͡s ц ts 
j й y  t͡s' цI ts' 
k к k  t͡ʃ ч ç 
q' кь q'  t͡ʃ' чI ç' 
ɢ къ -  ʃ ш ş 
k' кI k'  ʔ ъ '/⁰ 
l л l  ɨ ы ı 
m м m  ɨˤ ыI - 

 

Additionally, labialisation is marked in two ways, either by {Xw} or {Xu}; the distinction will be 
explained in due course. Pharyngealised vowels are not included as separate graphemes as 
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pharyngealisation is marked on consonants. This follows from Authier’s work claiming that 
pharyngealisation in Rutul originates from consonants and spreads to vowels. His suggestion was that 
the diacritic {⁰} (character code 2070) be used to represent the consonant on which the 
pharyngealisation is present. It also functions on its own as the pharyngealised version of the glottal 
stop. Equivalently, when labialisation is also present, the distinction between pharyngealised and 
unpharyngealised is made where {w} represents a pharyngealised labialised consonant, and {u} 
represents an unpharyngealised labialised consonant. Other differences include the lack of a grapheme to 
represent /o/ and the use of one grapheme {e} to represent /e/ and /æ/. The lack of /o/ is 
understandable when considering, as mentioned in section 3.3.2, that /o/ does not exist in native words 
and even rarely in loans. Similarly, /e/ is such a rare phoneme that it was felt that there was no need to 
distinguish this from /æ/. 

This orthographic system represents well the phonemic inventory present in Shin-Shorsu Rutul and 
also accounts for well-substantiated phonemic phenomena such as the presence of pharyngealised 
consonants. For further information on the nature of pharyngealised consonants in Rutul, please refer to 
Giles Authier (yet to be published). 

In truth, although Authier’s proposal conforms very well to the principle of accuracy—being highly 
precise and systematic from a linguistic point of view—native speakers of the language did not seem to 
have an innate concept of pharyngealised consonants and the resultant spread onto surrounding vowels. 
Taking this into consideration, we felt our first course of action should be to conduct further research 
into pharyngealisation in the language in order to determine how this should be marked in the 
orthography. An additional issue was to see that allophones were not included in the actual orthography 
system. It can often occur that a minority group desires a separate grapheme for an allophone (that they 
perceive as a different sound) in their writing system. Over the months of October and November we 
began working on establishing a basic proposal for an alphabet. 

5 Work towards an initial alphabet proposal 

5.1 Pharyngealisation research 

Authier’s work accounts for the spread of pharyngealisation from consonants to vowels. In many cases 
there are features that block this spread. Examples include high front vowels, which have no pharyngeal 
equivalent, inflectional morpheme breaks (in particular, suffixes), and final open vowels. We devised an 
elicitation test for irregularities in our data in order to determine with greater certainty when and where 
pharyngealisation was present. 

An example is the word for ‘rainbow’ /χɑˤlɑˤʋɑz/. In this word, the /χ/ would be analysed as 
pharyngealised, and the feature has spread to neighbouring vowels. However, the final vowel remains 
unpharyngealised, which is not explained by any of the mentioned feature rules. In this example the 
cause could be the crossing of a derivative morpheme break as it is likely the word is made up of the 
words for ‘sky’ /χɑˤl/ and ‘moon/month’ /ʋaz/. Although this could account for the irregularity, native 
speakers do not typically recognise or even agree that these are the etymological roots of the word. 

Overall, however, our tests confirmed that, with a handful of straightforward exclusion rules, 
pharyngealisation can be considered to be either present entirely or not present at all on a word. This is 
explained in Authier’s analysis as feature spreading from the pharyngealised consonant, but an 
alternative explanation could be that pharyngealisation occurs at a suprasegmental level. Either way, it 
can therefore be considered appropriate to devise a symbol that represents pharyngealisation across the 
word. 

Having conducted these checks, we then devised a second test to determine native speakers’ 
attitudes towards different representations of pharyngealisation. Authier’s suggestion of {ʷ} or {⁰} was 
not ideal as they are both awkward to produce when typing on a keyboard and almost impossible when 
using a mobile phone. Instead we settled upon {*} as the marker for pharyngealisation as it is easily 
accessible. It is still not ideal as it may be used in texts to denote a mistake or for other purposes, but we 
deemed such instances rare enough that it was suitable to use. 
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The second issue then was where to mark the pharyngealisation. Authier’s suggestion would be to 
place the grapheme following the pharyngealised consonant, but as this is not intuitive to a native 
speaker we decided this was not the best option. Other options included word initially, word finally or 
following the first vowel in the word. For advice on this we consulted an SIL orthographical specialist, 
Mary Pearce, to ascertain what would be the wisest option. She advised that marking word finally might 
be confusing as it can inhibit the processing, particularly in long words. An example would be with a 
word such as {ɑqudruşnay*} ‘they were not coming back’ for /ɑˤquˤdruˤʃnɑj/. In this situation it is 
probable that the positioning of {*} could cause processing complications especially for early learners 
who are still recognising words letter by letter. If the symbol was only recognised once the word had 
been read it would require reprocessing of the word for understanding. Additionally, as asterisks are 
often used to denote footnotes or for emphasis, this could cause confusion for readers familiar with 
literature from other languages. 

A problem with word-initial placement would be that it could cause problems for materials such as 
glossaries, dictionaries or indexes. The symbol itself is not a letter, so it should be ignored in such 
instances; but this may cause problems regarding lists on computers and such. The option after the first 
vowel was also not ideal because it significantly separated the two parts of the word. 

We decided it was important to test with locals how they felt toward pharyngealisation being 
marked at word level or on a vowel-by-vowel basis. Of course, in the Cyrillic variant, every 
pharyngealised vowel is marked by the palochka. At this point then, we discussed with our contacts in 
the village our plans to do some community testing regarding this. 

As it turned out, everyone we spoke to was very against marking at the word level. In the first 
place, they wanted to maintain similarity with Cyrillic, as Shin-Shorsu speakers still recognise the value 
of the Mukhad dialect as all current literature is written in that dialect. As a result, they understand that 
those interested in literature will have to study the Mukhad dialect at some point. So an easy transfer to 
the Cyrillic alphabet would be preferable. 

Besides this, speakers struggled to conceptualise a word-level idea of pharyngealisation. Therefore, 
it seemed inappropriate to force this into the orthography whether or not it is phonologically 
substantiated. Comparative work by Sackett (2013) also comments on the loss of pharyngealisation in 
Tsakhur, a language closely related to Rutul, and this appears to be widespread among Caucasian 
languages. In this way, different speakers pharyngealise words to different degrees, and so it is difficult 
to make any solid decisions from a phonological standpoint. As a result, we came to a decision to mark 
pharyngealisation on each individual vowel in agreement with the community’s wishes. 

5.2 Decisions on how to represent remaining graphemes 

The question then was how pharyngealisation should be marked. Given our restrictions in keeping to the 
Azerbaijani keyboard we were somewhat limited in our options. Additionally, there were other 
phonemes that still needed to be accounted for. For example, the glottal stop grapheme proposed by 
Authier was not convenient and there was no symbol at all proposed for the uvular voiced stop /ɢ/. Our 
next job, then, was to finalise the representation of the remaining unassigned phonemes. 

One thing that our research had shown us was that there were no instances of the community 
considering two allophones of one phoneme to require separate graphemes. This could be because the 
phonology has been heavily affected by Azerbaijani and so has developed similar phonemic and 
allophonic differences. As a result, in this instance we did not have to compromise on accuracy for the 
sake of acceptability by the community. 

At this point it is worth returning to the fact that Authier also does not provide a grapheme for /o/, 
nor a separate one for /æ/. However, along with locals, we felt that both of these needed to be included 
as graphemes. Regarding the former, although this usually shows up as /u/ when present in a loan word, 
there are occasions where this is not the case and so some representation is needed to account for this. In 
the case of /æ/, it is actually one of the most common phonemes in the language and phonetically 
correlates almost exactly to the Azerbaijani phoneme /æ/, represented by {ə}. Because of this, locals felt 
it would be more confusing to represent this as {e} in their alphabet, especially considering that that 
phoneme does exist independently, regardless of the fact it is very rare. In the same way, maintaining 
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the orthographical principles from Azeri into Rutul is much more sensible for the type of reverse-transfer 
system from national to mother tongue that will be being used in the schools. 

The locals also decided that the phoneme /dz/ did not need to be included in the orthography as an 
independent grapheme. It only appears in one word /dzdzvɨrxɑ/ and can easily be written using the 
graphemes {d} and {z}. 

For further reference on related orthographical development we turned to the recent work on the 
Latin Tsakhur alphabet, described by Sackett (2013). Because these were closely-related languages with 
similar phonemic inventories, and both being able to use the Azerbaijani keyboard as a base for an 
orthographic inventory, it seemed wise to make use of their decision-making process. What’s more, it 
makes sense to try to maintain similarities between related language groups when it comes to devising 
alphabets, in accordance with the principle of consistency. 

The remaining phonemes that needed to be addressed were the three pharyngealised vowels /ɑˤ/, 
/uˤ/ and /ɨˤ/; the uvular voiced plosive /ɢ/; and the glottal stop /ʔ/. In Tsakhur there are four 
pharyngealised vowels—the same as Rutul plus /oˤ/. The orthographic decision they came to was to use 
Azerbaijani {ə} for /ɑˤ/, {ü} for /uˤ/ and {ö} for /oˤ/. The rationale behind this is that the Azerbaijani 
sounds that these graphemes represent only exist in loan words, and when pronounced by native 
speakers, they consistently use either the fronted Azerbaijani vowel or the pharyngealised. The problem 
arises with /ɨˤ/ as there is not an appropriate grapheme to take from Azerbaijani. This issue will be 
discussed in due course. /ɢ/ is represented by /g`/ and the glottal stop by /`/. The symbol used is often 
referred to locally as “strishka” and can be found to the left of the upper numeral keys on the keyboard. 
It proves very useful as a diacritic and is used by the Tsakhur as a replacement for the apostrophe in 
ejectives which is not present on the Azerbaijani keyboard. 

It made good sense to also use this in the same way in Shin-Shorsu Rutul. The {g`}, however, was 
less well received by locals as they again wanted consistency with Azerbaijani. Azerbaijani loan words 
which contain the grapheme {q} are pronounced as the phoneme /ɢ/. According to Stark (2010:18) “the 
word ‘consistency’ is used in multiple ways in the literature. Most commonly the meaning is that each 
orthographic symbol represents one sound (grapheme-phoneme correspondence).” When designing the 
Rutul writing system we wanted to avoid the multiple use of the same symbol. At this point the symbol 
{`} was used both to represent the glottal stop and as a diacritic with the plosives to mark the ejective 
form. Therefore it would be even more inconsistent to use this additionally to represent backness. 

As it was neither acceptable nor consistent to use {g`}, the Shin-Shorsu Rutul speakers felt the 
phoneme /ɢ/ should rather be represented by {q} in their alphabet as it is in Azerbaijani. The issue then 
was how to represent the phoneme /q/. Our initial suggestion was to represent this as {qh}. This in 
itself, however, created inconsistency, as in this digraph {h} represents devoicing, but elsewhere it 
represents the voiceless glottal fricative. It is also used in the digraphs for the velar fricatives {xh} and 
{gh}, /x/ and /ɣ/ respectively, where it represents frontness in relation to the uvular fricatives {x} and 
{ğ}, phonemically /χ/ and /ʁ/. 

This was a decision that had carried over from both Authier’s proposal and Sackett’s Tsakhur 
alphabet. Both had come to this decision due to the fact that the velar fricatives are much rarer in both 
languages. In this way, it would not be efficient to have the more common phonemes marked with a 
digraph, so instead the {h} was assigned to the velar fricatives to mark frontness. 

As it happened, in the case of Shin-Shorsu Rutul, the inconsistency between the fricatives {gh} and 
{xh} and the plosive {qh} was less problematic for native speakers because it was felt that all the 
phonemes possess a “breathier” quality than their base grapheme counterpart; this correlates with the 
nature of the grapheme {h}. In Shin-Shorsu Rutul, /q/ is often pronounced with strong aspiration and it 
is this feature that makes the use of {h} in the grapheme acceptable. As a result, the committee were 
happy to accept {qh} to represent /q/. 

The remaining problem then concerned the representation of pharyngealised vowels. It was not 
possible to mirror the Tsakhur approach in this case as {ü} and {ə} were already being used in the 
alphabet. Our first option was to follow the solution the Tsakhur found for /ɨˤ/, which they represented 
by {ı`}. This is fairly consistent as in other instances {`} possesses pharyngeal properties (i.e., the glottal 
and ejectives). Sackett (2013) undertook research to ensure that {ı`} would not cause confusion between 
/ɨˤ/ and /ɨʔ/ and discovered that there are no environments where there could be a misunderstanding. It 
is not ideal but it is the best solution given the circumstances. 
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We looked into this for Rutul to see if the system could be used for all pharyngealised vowels. 
However, the number of instances where pharyngealised vowels can be followed by the glottal stop 
means this is not suitable. For example, the word /sɑˤqruˤʔɑˤs/ ‘to take down’ would be written as 
{sa`qru``a`s}. As a result, we needed to come up with another way to mark pharyngealisation. We 
looked through the Azeri keyboard and decided on the following as options: {*} , as already suggested; 
{1}, the numeral, which is often used by writers of Caucasian Cyrillic for the palochka when they have 
not installed the keyboard; {İ}, the capital (upper case) variant of {i}; {!}, the exclamation mark; and 
{ı}, already an existing grapheme for /ɨ/, but being used to form a digraph. 

The diacritic {*} was immediately dismissed for the reasons mentioned in section 5.1. The others all 
had their merits and problems which we will list in turn. {1} benefitted from the fact it was often used 
even in the Cyrillic script for the same purpose. However, it was not really considered acceptable to the 
local community. They felt that {a1}, {u1} and {ı1} were improper letters, and texts would look 
improper if it was full of numbers mixed in with letters. 

This last comment is also in line with the principle of harmonization which in our case was 
conforming to the Azerbaijani language. Since Azerbaijani does not use symbols such as “1” 
orthographically as a grapheme, the Rutul felt it was not right to use them in their own alphabet. In 
regard to this, Barnwell (1998:74) says that “if the new orthography cannot conform to the national 
language or the language used in higher education, it should not conflict, i.e. it should not use a 
grapheme to represent one feature in the mother tongue that is used to represent a different feature in 
the LWC.” 

The symbol {!} was seen as a slightly more acceptable variant than {1}, but due to the fact that a 
pharyngeal can sometimes appear word finally, it would affect the use of the sign for punctuation. It 
would also require the use of the shift key every time it was present. Although not a major issue, it 
makes this less ideal. {İ} was also good in that it closely resembled palochka but could cause confusion if 
an entire word was written in capitals and, similarly to the last example, would require use of the shift 
key. The symbol {ı} worked quite well as diphthongs do not exist in the language, and due to the back 
nature of /ɨ/, it was accepted as a marker of pharyngealisation that maintained a degree of consistency. 
However, although this worked well for /aˤ/ and /uˤ/, problems arose regarding representation of /ɨˤ/. 

The symbol {ıı} was viewed as confusing. The reason for this relates to long vowels in the language. 
At this point in our research we thought that only [ɑ] and [ɑˤ] can be found lengthened and that most 
readers would view {ıı} as two short vowels separated by a glottal—a phenomenon which does exist. 
Even after explaining that the glottal would be marked when it was present, it still did not make the 
proposed grapheme acceptable. It is likely that the reason for this lies in the Cyrillic version of the Rutul 
alphabet. Glottals are typically not marked between vowels as the phoneme /ʔ/ is not recognised as 
saliently as others. As a result, the use of {ı} was also not an ideal option. 

As we began to discuss how to reach a decision on some of these issues, we along with our key local 
contact agreed that a committee needed to be developed that could discuss options and come to 
agreements on how to progress. Our main contact was a gentleman who was most strongly behind the 
introduction of an alphabet and who planned to teach the mother tongue at the local school once the 
alphabet was produced. Beyond this we had only had contact with other locals from Shin at various 
times. 

So, in November 2012, our main contact, Mr. A, proceeded to find others to join a Shin-Shorsu 
Rutul Alphabet Committee. Two other members of the Shin village were found who had interest in 
developing a Latin version of the alphabet. Mr. B was a young local teacher specialising in teaching 
Azerbaijani. His input proved to be invaluable as a key part of the development process was to ensure 
easy transfer from the national language into the mother tongue. Mr. C was an older gentleman who had 
reached retirement age but had a strong interest in seeing his language developed. These three began to 
meet regularly to discuss ideas for how to address issues in the development process. 

In December 2012, these three men were also invited to a central workshop on mother tongue 
writing, and we saw at this time how their interest in language development and their desire to see an 
alphabet completed were really ignited. 
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5.3 Initial alphabet proposal 

When we left the region at the end of 2012, we had put together an alphabet proposal along with some 
trial versions of the alphabet posters we had originally planned to develop, but instead with the Latin 
variant of the alphabet. The proposed alphabet that was put forward is shown in table 6 (where potential 
variants still existed these are included here). 

Table 6. Our initial Latin-based alphabet proposal 

IPA Symbol Cyrillic 
Grapheme 

Proposed 
Latin 

Grapheme 

 IPA Symbol Cyrillic 
Grapheme 

Proposed 
Latin 

Grapheme 
ɑ а a  o о o 
ɑˤ аI a1/a!/aİ/aı  p п p 
æ аь ə  p' пI p` 
b б b  r р r 
ʋ в v  s с s 
ɡ г g  t т t 
h гь h  t' тI t` 
ʁ гъ ğ  u у u 
ɣ гI gh  y уь ü 
d д d  uˤ уI u1/u!/uİ/uı 
d͡ʒ дж c  f ф f 
e е e  χ х x 
ʒ ж j  x хь xh 
z з z  q хъ qh 
i и i  t͡s ц ts 
j й y  t͡s' цI ts` 
k к k  t͡ʃ ч ç 
q' кь q`  t͡ʃ' чI ç` 
ɢ къ q  ʃ ш ş 
k' кI k`  ʔ ъ ` 
l л l  ɨ ы ı 
m м m  ɨˤ ыI ı1/ı!/ıİ/ıı 
n н n     

 

When the alphabet is shown on a phoneme chart, as in table 7, it becomes clear how the 
orthographical system is much more principled than the Cyrillic variant (see table 4).
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Table 7. Initial alphabet proposal graphemes organised by phonemic features 

6 Later developments in the alphabet process 

6.1 Revisions to the initial proposal 

There was an understanding in the community from the very beginning that the decision about the alphabet should not be based on one 
individual’s opinion. The alphabet committee kept getting together to discuss all the ensuing stages of the process. We were very pleased to find 
out that the men initiated meetings even when we were not at the village. We had been expecting to initiate discussions on coming to a solution 
on how to represent the pharyngealised vowels. As it turned out they had already chosen the digraphs {aı} and {uı} to represent /aˤ/ and /uˤ/, 
and Mr. B had proposed the use of the semicolon to create a grapheme {ı;} for /ɨˤ/. We were very pleased to see that they had been investigating 
possibilities and had found rather a workable solution. 

The solution had its downsides—it still required the use of the shift key on an Azerbaijani keyboard—but this was not too serious a problem. 
The larger issue was the lack of consistency across the pharyngeal vowels. We explained that, although a great solution, it would be better if all 
the pharyngealised vowels were represented by the semicolon as this would be easier for children learning the language. They were rather 
against this on grounds of acceptability. The phoneme /ɨˤ/ is the rarest of the three and so it was deemed satisfactory that the semicolon be used 
for this, but if it was consistently used for pharyngealisation, it would mean texts would be full of the symbol which the committee didn’t like at 
all. We conceded and agreed that we would use the graphemes they suggested. 

Another option we presented to the committee was an alteration to the graphemes representing back consonants. We had spent much time 
since December thinking of ways that the velar and uvular graphemes could be more logical and consistent to us, and we hoped that the alphabet 
committee would embrace it as we believed it would make it easier for children to learn if it were more systematic. The changes are shown in 
tables 8 and 9.

 bilabial labiodental alveolar postalveolar palatal velar uvular glottal 
+voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice +voice -voice 

plosive b p 
p` 

  d t 
t` 

    g k 
k` 

q qh 
q` 

 ` 

affricate     dz ts 
ts` 

c ç 
ç` 

        

nasal m    n            
trill     r            
fricative    f z s j ş   gh xh ğ x  h 
approxi-
mant 

v    l    y        
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Table 8. Original proposal for back consonants Table 9. Revised graphemes for back consonants 

 velar uvular   velar uvular 
Voiced plosive g q  Voiced plosive gh g 
Voiceless plosive k qh  Voiceless plosive k q 
Ejective kˈ qˈ  Ejective kˈ qˈ 
Voiced fricative xh x  Voiced fricative xh x 
Voiceless fricative  gh ğ  Voiceless fricative  ğh ğ 

 

The idea was to keep the second grapheme {h} for the velar consonants to show that the place of 
articulation is more front. Also for consistency and logic we represented ejectives and voiceless plosives 
with the same graphemes. In the Tsakhur orthography development process this had been a key issue for 
the community as ejectives are more phonetically similar to the voiceless plosives rather than the voiced. 
At all other places of articulation this phenomenon was reflected in the graphemes, but at the uvular, in 
our initial proposal, the ejective was based off of the voiced variant. 

However, the alphabet committee did not accept the changes because they did not harmonize with 
the Azerbaijani writing system where {q} is the uvular voiced plosive and {g} is the velar voiced plosive. 
The testing with the children had shown that children could recognize {q} as a voiceless plosive in spite 
of their prior knowledge of Azerbaijani, so on this point the committee agreed that this new change 
would work; but they were adamant about not using {g} to represent a uvular sound. Our reasoning of 
having a more consistent and logical alphabet—which also means one easier for the children to learn—
came head to head with the strong argument for the need of the Rutul alphabet to harmonize with the 
Azerbaijani one. This principle seemed to be the most important for them, and so we conceded and did 
not try to push our revised system. As a compromise, Mr. C from the committee suggested having {g} as 
velar voiced plosive and {g} with a diacritic for uvular voiced plosive; but this undermined the point of 
introducing a more logical system and so was dismissed. It was an interesting process that clearly 
showed the differences of opinion about the importance of these principles between us Western linguists 
and the local community. And of course, desiring the alphabet to be community-owned, we felt it was 
paramount to prioritize their view. 

After the committee agreed on the proposed alphabet there was a plan to conduct a writing 
workshop in the village in the beginning of June 2013. The idea was to present the newly developed 
alphabet to the wider Rutul community, to overview the process of decision-making, discussing issues 
that had arisen and the solutions we had found, as well as to work with the participants of the workshop 
on writing stories and words in their mother tongue using the new alphabet. There were three main 
goals of the workshop: 
 

1. To get feedback from the wider community and cultivate the understanding of a locally designed 
alphabet. 

2. To test the new alphabet in order to expose potential problems or difficulties in writing and to begin 
thinking about necessary spelling rules. 

3. To collect stories that later could be used for designing literacy materials and a letter count for 
defining the order of the letters in the primer. 

 

Unfortunately, when everything was arranged and people invited, permission to hold the workshop 
was withdrawn due to political reasons that still remain unclear. Although this was a disappointment 
and a setback, we still managed to spend some time with Mr. A in the village, and were informed that a 
suggestion had been made in the latest alphabet committee meeting for a change to the grapheme {ı;}. It 
had become apparent that the /ɨi/ never occurs in the language and so /ɨˤ/ could be represented by the 
grapheme {ıi}. This was a great compromise as it made the grapheme much more consistent with the 
other pharyngealised vowels, but still was acceptable to the community. 
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6.2 Finalisation of the orthography 

The next important milestone in the process was a primer development workshop that took place in July 
2013. Mr. A and Mr. C were able to come and work for a week putting together a primer as well as a 
story book and a handwriting book associated with the primer. 

One of the final changes to the orthography occurred during the development of the alphabet 
primer itself. At the workshop the local participants had put together an order in which the graphemes 
would be introduced; they proceded to organise them into a set of 32 lessons to fit into the school year. 

Issues arose when designing the page for the glottal stop, represented by {`}. The local community 
had always been uncertain about why this symbol was even necessary, as it was rarely used in the 
Cyrillic alphabet. The phoneme is not particularly salient in speakers’ minds, and the only environment 
where it was truly acceptable to mark was word finally. However, our data had shown that it can occur 
word medially between vowels, /sɑˤʔɑˤt/ ‘clock’, and after a consonant, /fɑvʔɨr/ ‘found’. Although no 
minimal pairs could be found, contrastive environments could: /qɑˤɑˤrxɨr/ ‘(he) went back’, and /kɨvɨr/ 
‘fed’. Indeed, in many instances /ʔ/ functions as a lexical verb root. For this reason we had argued for its 
need to be marked in all environments. 

At the primer workshop, this issue came up again as we suggested ways in which the need for 
marking could be clearly introduced to children. The local participants were insistent that, in the middle 
of the word, the glottal didn’t constitute a distinct sound; for this reason it makes more sense for it to be 
left unmarked. 

After consulting with a literacy specialist we decided to go along with the local participants, 
agreeing that the glottal be marked with {`} word-finally but elsewhere left unmarked. This decision was 
made as it was such a strongly-held feeling of the community; and as there were no real minimal pairs, it 
should not cause too much confusion. This was probably the most difficult compromise on our part; the 
fact that the phoneme itself can possess lexical meaning made it seem nonsensical for it not to be marked 
orthographically. Nevertheless, community ownership was our top priority; we recognized that it was 
important, therefore, that though we could advise from a linguistic point of view, the community should 
have the last word. 

6.3 Towards a principled writing system 

Trial versions of the primer and other materials were produced and printed over the summer of 2013 
and distributed to schools for the start of the academic year in September. Unfortunately, we discovered 
that the school in Shin was being rebuilt over the summer, and work was not finished by the time lessons 
were due to start. As a result, mother tongue lessons were unable to begin and the chance to test out the 
primers in a formal school environment became impossible. Instead, the materials were distributed 
around the villages, and children had the chance to use them at home. In October we met with the 
village committee to get some inital feedback regarding the materials and were encouraged to hear that 
children had found the new orthography very easy to read. Even the new digraphs were quickly being 
acquired; the ejectives caused no problem whatsoever and only a small amount of direction was needed 
to explain the symbols for pharyngealised vowels and the other digraphs. 

During our discussions it was decided we would press ahead with the story book from the set of 
materials as this had been most positively received. However, before we could produce a finalised 
product, we needed to discuss spelling rules, particularly as some could have an impact on the 
orthography. The key points that needed to be resolved were as follows. 
 

1. Certain words, particularly nouns, are pronounced differently in different villages and even within 
one village itself. An agreed representation of these forms needs to be decided on that would be 
used by all speakers. An example are the forms /ɑnɑ viʔi/ and /ɑnæ viʔi/ ‘is located’. The split is 
about 50/50 in terms of speakers so the decision made would seem to be simply arbitrary. 

2. Another point of consideration is whether pharyngealisation would be marked on suffixes. Quite 
often, pharyngealisation weakens on suffixes; with some speakers it is barely audible in such 
situations. This is because morpheme breaks actually block pharyngealisation spreading; but due to 
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a strong tendency towards vowel harmony in the language, many times the pharyngeal feature is 
carried over on to suffixes. As a result, the committee discussed whether marking the feature in 
these instances was necessary, or whether this would be a case of overrepresentation. 

3. Strongly related to the above point is the more general question whether vowel harmony should be 
represented orthographically. Azeri shows this in the orthography, but vowel harmony in Rutul is 
not as systematic. There are occasions where the underlying form takes precedence, and there may 
be differences between speakers as to the degree to which vowel harmony is applied. The decision 
must be based on evidence from a wide range of speakers. 

4. There are also some morphophonemic issues that need to be addressed. An example is the devoicing 
that occurs in the word {qabax} when it is put into attributive case {qapxad}. Currently it is 
represented orthographically with the surface form, using the voiceless plosive, but a decision must 
be made whether it would be better to maintain the underlying forms of words as opposed to the 
surface forms. In this case, the underlying form would be written as {qabxad}. Here the form of the 
noun in nominative case is retained and so strengthens association of meaning. 

5. One rather complicated issue relates to the form of the copula. In Rutul, the copula has a two forms, 
a full form and a reduced form. The differences can be seen as follows in all class forms: 1st/4th 
/jiʔi/ v /ji/, 2nd /riʔi/ v /ri/, 3rd /viʔi/ v /vi/, pl /diʔi/ v /di/. The distribution of full and reduced 
forms is not predictable. There seems to be a sense of emphasis associated with the full form, but 
speakers will often say that the full form cannot be used here, or vice versa. Additionally, other 
TAM forms of the copula mirror these differences, e.g. /jiʔinɑy/ v /jinɑy/, /viʔinæʃdæ/ v 
/vinæʃdæ/. When the decision was taken not to mark the glottal word medially, it turned out to be 
fortuitous that the difference between full and reduced forms need not be marked. To take 2nd class 
as an example, /riʔi/ and /ri/ could both be realised as {rii}. This was accepted by the community, 
but the committee realised this may need to be readdressed due to the next point of discussion. 

6. The marking of lengthened vowels is probably the most controversial of all the topics that were 
discussed. Typically, lengthened vowels are rare in Rutul; we had only ever found isolated 
instances, which we marked with a double grapheme of the vowel in question. But we later 
discovered that in certain instances the distinction between superessive and attributive cases is 
differentiated only by vowel length, e.g. {qargıdı} ‘ram’s’, {qargıdıı} ‘on the ram’. As a result, the 
committee decided it may be necessary to mark lengthened vowels. A lot of discussion was required 
as the decision would affect a number of the other points, such as representation of the copula and 
even whether the glottal needed to be marked medially again so as to distinguish long vowels and 
identical vowels separated by a glottal. Alternatively, long vowels could be not marked altogether, 
as some proponents argued that they are so peripheral to the language that their exclusion in the 
orthography would not present too great a problem for learners. 
 In early December we met with a representative of the committee to discuss their decisions. It 
had transpired that the son of one of the committee members had suggested using a macron to 
distinguish long vowels. Of course, this went against our original plan of using only letters that are 
present on the Azeri keyboard. Initially we thought the symbol could be used only in educational 
material and then left out as children become more advanced, much like the diacritic on the {ё} in 
Russian. This suggestion was well received by the community, but after consultation with a literacy 
consultant and thinking through the implications, we went back on our decision. 
 The main problem is that length is not always noticeable to native speakers. It mainly appears 
when marking certain classes. Ibragimov (1978:249–250) suggests that it can appear on two classes, 
the sublative and delative. Investigation proved this to be the case, but more often than not 
speakers would not feel the vowel was lengthened, or would only agree after thinking it over a few 
minutes. This showed that the need for marking this length was minimal. There remained certain 
words that speakers really thought should be marked as lengthened but these are few and far 
between, and we decided that the best solution would be for the teacher to focus on these words 
during lessons and explain that, although there is length, it is not marked. 
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6.4 Future work 

There is still need for these materials to be approved by the government in a more finalised form; this 
process is expected to be ongoing for the foreseeable future. 

Another point to consider in the future is based on the discovery that there are also Borch-Xhinov 
speakers of Rutul living in Azerbaijan. It is the desire of the alphabet committee to include them in the 
process; this may have far-reaching repercussions. We have already discovered this to be the case as 
changes were recently made to the proposed alphabet poster so that all the words are common to 
speakers of both dialects. 

7 Conclusions 

Thus, as a result of collaborative work of the local alphabet committee and input from linguists that took 
place between 2011–2013, the Shin-Shorsu orthography was finalized, and the first literacy materials 
were published in trial form. There are a number of important components of this process that we have 
recognized to be crucial to success in orthography development. Much of this came out of our own 
positive experience, but on reflection we also recognised shortcomings in our strategies and practices, 
and ways in which we could have better approached the process. 
 

1. As we have described in section 4.2, when we were designing the writing system for the Shin 
dialect, we took five orthography principles (accuracy, acceptability, harmonisation, convenience, 
and consistency) as our foundation. Coming from a Western mindset, we had considered accuracy 
and consistency the most important principles to follow. However, our experience showed that the 
community had a different priority. The process showed that harmonization and acceptability were 
the vital principles to observe for the local committee. 
 Our focus came from a strongly-held value that a logical system would be best for children in 
terms of learning a new alphabet, but this assumed that all societies value logic as strongly as ours 
does. If Western logic is not seen as so important, it is understandable that other principles might be 
ranked higher. Further sociological and psychological research must be undertaken to test this 
hypothesis; it is likely that it would show that a different value system would need to be taken into 
account when approaching decision-making. 
 In the end, we were able to find appropriate compromises between our differing points of 
views to ensure that both parties were left satisfied and that the orthography was both community-
owned and linguistically principled. 

2. It is essential to any community-owned and sustainable project to work closely with the local 
people. With the existence of a Shin alphabet committee and their key role in designing several 
orthography symbols, we have been fortunate to experience a strong involvement of local people in 
the process, to see their sincere desire to have it completed well, and to ensure that the final word 
of the community is primary in the decision-making process. These are all inherent components of a 
successful and accepted community project. 
 Despite this, throughout the process we found it incredibly difficult to involve the community 
apart from the alphabet committee itself. The committee themselves searched for more 
representatives to join them from Shin itself and from other villages, but unfortunately there was 
little success. Though many members of the community seemed supportive and interested in the 
work, few were willing to get actively involved. 
 The non-event of the writers’ workshop is a good indicator of some underlying reasons why 
this might be the case. Prior to this time, strong interest had been shown amongst the Shorsu 
community to get involved, but it seems that some sort of internal or external pressure influenced 
them to change their minds and cancel the workshop. It is important to take into account all 
possible factors that may influence community participation and remember that the average person 
is unlikely to be involved in a project, even if it interests them, if it may require sacrificial input. 
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This is why people such as Mr. A are crucial to the success of a project as they are willing to commit 
themselves regardless of the cost for the benefit of their community and people. 
 We hope that later as literacy develops and more materials are published, there will be the 
chance for more local teachers, school pupils, and even less educated villagers to participate in 
writing workshops, and have their input in the establishment of literacy materials in their mother 
tongue. 

3. It is invaluable to have people like Mr. A in a community—those who have a heart for their mother 
tongue and are able to galvanise the process within the community. If not for Mr. A and his 
initiative to work on orthography and his desire to see his mother tongue taught in the local 
schools, the Shin community still would not have an orthography, regardless of any external 
attempts or involvement. 

4. The status of the literary dialect versus that of other dialects in a language group is a highly 
controversial topic and is fundamentally based on sociolinguistic parameters. In essence, it is up to 
the people themselves to decide what they want or do not want for their community. In our 
experience, there had been opinions expressed from external sources that, since there is already an 
established literary dialect, it should remain the only variation used in all educational institutions 
and for publishing materials in that language. Along with the local people of Shin, we challenged 
this opinion by creating a new Latin-based orthography system. We believe that a language belongs 
to its speakers; features such as the orthography system should be such that native speakers can use 
it successfully and rewardingly. Additionally, because analysis of the general situation showed that 
the process would not create problems in other areas, e.g., politically or socially, there seemed no 
legitimate reason to stand against the development of an orthography. Indeed, it is likely that the 
new situation will be preferable in most of these areas. Though the insight of academics and 
researchers and others is valuable, we should never allow our opinions to dictate to the speakers of 
a language themselves what they should do because of what is “scientifically right,” especially if 
they themselves have different opinions and desires. 

5. The new orthography is like a newborn baby that still needs to develop and to grow. We are aware 
that as more literacy materials are designed and printed in the Shin-Shorsu dialect, more issues 
regarding orthography rules and spelling will arise (e.g., representing vowel harmony or the glottal 
stop). We believe that the orthography system, once designed, is not fossilized, but is subject to 
change according to community needs, desires, and new discoveries. If we take into account some 
well- and long-established writing systems like Russian and English, we will see that they have been 
revised, improved and changed over the course of centuries. The Shin-Shorsu orthography is not an 
exception; there is still room for many decisions to be made and for possible changes within the 
writing system itself. 
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